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Looking for a free business credit report on any ABN or ACN?
 Get a free credit profile for any company in Australia
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Find out if your biggest customer is a late payment risk with a free credit score
 Start a free trial of Credit Insights and get a free credit score for your largest customer - plus two more free scores. No credit card is required to get started. 
 GET A FREE CREDIT SCORE 



Get a detailed credit report and find if your customer  is a credit risk.
 Unlock information about your customers' creditworthiness with our comprehensive credit reports. Gain a deep understanding of their financial background to make informed decisions and safeguard your business effectively. 

	Director Details
Get details of the directors in the business and identify those with a history of running failed entities. 
	Addresses

Find the registered address for this business
	Shareholders
Find out who are the key shareholders in this business
	Business Credit Score
Find out the credit risks associated with this business 
	Payment Predictor
Understand the risk of late payment and non-payment of a business, based on historical trends, live market data and industry benchmarks. 
	Monitoring
Add a customer to your watch list and get alerts for any material changes to the business risk associated with them.
	Historical Timeline
Get a clear view of the historical timeline of material changes to this business based on the impact on their credit score. 
	Watch A Demo
Book a demo with our team to learn how Credit Insights can protect your business from unpaid invoices 


ASIC Data
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Why sign up for Credit Insights?
 Protect your business from unpaid invoices.

Let’s be real - the usual system of onboarding new customers based on a credit application form filled out by the customer and trade references provided by your customer doesn’t really work. 
Traditional methods lack the necessary rigour, making it easy for customers while leaving your business exposed to risks. It's time for a change. 


 Credit Insights makes it simple and easy to get a detailed credit report for any ABN with one click. 
 Try it for free, and your first 3 credit scores will cost you nothing. 
 We can’t say the same about your customer who later turns out to be a poor credit risk. 







Sign up for free - get your first 3 credit scores at no charge.
The biggest constraint to business growth is cash flow - and the biggest contributor to a lack of proper cash flow is late or unpaid invoices, where your customers are treating you like a bank. 
 Protect your business from unpaid invoices - get a detailed credit report with Credit Insights from ezyCollect, start your free trial today.  GET STARTED WITH CREDIT INSIGHTS
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FAQs about Credit Insights 
How are my customers categorised into groups?
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 Our system analyses three data sources to categorise your customers into risk groups: their late payment score and failure risk score provided by illion; their current degree of lateness in paying your invoices (as recorded in your accounting software); and your own thresholds for reasonable-to-critical lateness. (We have default settings that you can change.) 


Will you categorise every customer?
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 We use a few pieces of information to allocate your customer to a risk group.
 - Australian Business Number (ABN)
 - If a registered business number isn’t available, then we look to match the debtor’s business name and address in your accounting software with an ABN or NZBN 


Can my customer’s risk rating change?
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 Yes, and this will be reflected in your dashboard. If a customer’s risk group rating or risk level changes, it means that data from at least one of the three data sources we use has changed enough to move your customer's rating. Your internal data may change daily as your customers trade with you. We receive external trade data from illion once per month. 


What should I do with business risk and insights information? 
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 The risk analysis is designed to give you action-oriented insights. Use the information in conjunction with your business’ policies and terms to determine your next course of action to avert a financial loss. 




How many customers can I add to my monitoring service?
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 Our plans allow you to choose up to 100, 200, 300 or custom-size customers to our monitoring service. You will receive dashboard notifications when these selected customers register a notable change to their activity in the market. 
ezyCollect will also analyse and rate customers that aren’t included in your monitoring service. Every eligible customer regardless of the size of your customer database will be analysed and rated. 


How quickly will I receive business risk insights and data?
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 Your business risk and insights hub will immediately start receiving relevant alerts for the customers you have selected for monitoring. Your customers will be analysed and assigned credit risk ratings 2 to 4 weeks after ezyCollect recognises a new customer on your books. Once assigned, a customer's credit risk can change daily. 


 What is illion?
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 illion, formerly known as Dun and Bradstreet, is a leading credit and risk reporting bureau in Australasia. ezyCollect works in partnership with Illion’s commercial credit registry for trusted data and analytics on commercial entities’ credit profiles. 






Search for more credit reports
Get a detailed credit report and assess your risk
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Businesses around the world trust ezyCollect to help them get paid faster
Join the 1500+ enterprises we've assisted in reducing their outstanding invoices by 43%, thanks to our seamless integration of accounts receivable workflow automation, credit management, and digital payment solutions. 
Discover the many ways we help you boost your cash flow.



LEARN MORE




Read our latest articles on credit risk and debtor management
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